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About This Content

Crusader Kings II: Horse Lords is the ninth expansion for the best-selling strategy RPG Crusader Kings II, and offers
expanded gameplay based around the dynamic and vibrant nomadic cultures of the Eurasian steppes.

Introducing new systems and game mechanics such as a new government form as well as the possibility of having tributary
states, this expansion will also provide you with the opportunity to saddle up and build your empire from horseback.

Expanding and controlling trade on the ancient Silk Road in order to finance your conquests is an option - but beware - others
will also try to gain control of these lucrative routes, and enemy raiders may try to destroy your trade posts if you don’t guard

them well.

Can you build a Pax Mongolica and dominate Eurasia, connecting East and West under your rule and creating a new era of
prosperity? Or will you be the terrible sword that swats down what others have built, crushing all in your path?

The time has come to take the reins of history and become the Great Khan!

Main features:

New Central Asian cultures: Tarim Basin and large parts of Mongolia added to map.

Nomadic government available for steppe cultures. These function in a radically different way from sedentary societies -
you manage populations instead of holdings, and armies are raised based on population size. Also, the ruler’s power must
be balanced against the interests of the various Clans within the realm (Clans are not normal vassals, but rather distinct
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families and factions within the nomad group).

Over a hundred new events add extra color and flair to the Steppes and Central Asia.

Non-nomadic rulers will have special options for combating nomads, such as constructing forts in wild enemy lands.

The Silk Road, with corresponding dynamic trade mechanics and conflicts.

New nomad mercenaries. Send your unruly sons or brothers away as soldiers of fortune.

Landless raiding adventurers may appear and harass a region for a time or try to conquer land and settle.

New diplomacy option: Tributary States.
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The sequel to Beach Bounce, it involves a beauty pageant being held at the resort as there seems to have developed a funding
issue. You can romance (or in some cases, just have fun) with a myriad of girls. "Happily Ever After" is relative on some of
them, though.. Good stuff.

6.4\/10. Took me a minute to fiqure out I had to flush the toilet instead of just close it, to close off that entrance, and I died a
few more times when things get fubar and the scary wewe hides the candles on you. I almost got discouraged till I got to the
climax and opened the safe. It's a gun! You then get to shoot a gun! A wewe is a large female ghost with drooping breasts. Look
it up. https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=TGMijqXFc0E. Graphics}---
☐ You forget what reality is
☐ Beautiful
☑ Good
☐ Decent
☐ Bad
☐ Don‘t look too long at it
☐ Paint.exe

---{Gameplay}---
☐ Very good
☑ Good
☐ It‘s just gameplay
☐ Mehh
☐ Starring at walls is better
☐ Just don‘t

---{Audio}---
☐ Eargasm
☐ Very good
☐ Good
☑ Not too bad
☐ Bad
☐ Earrape

---{Audience}---
☑ Kids
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☑ Teens
☑ Adults
☐ Human
☐ Lizards

---{PC Requirements}---
☐ Check if you can run paint
☑ Potato
☐ Decent
☐ Fast
☐ Rich boiiiiii
☐ Ask NASA if they have a spare computer

---{Difficulity}---
☐ Just press ‚A‘
☐ Easy
☐ Significant brain usage
☑ Easy to learn / Hard to master
☐ Difficult
☐ Dark Souls

---{Grind}---
☐ Nothing to grind
☐ Only if u care about leaderboards/ranks
☐ Isnt necessary to progress
☑ Average grind level
☐ Too much grind
☐ You‘ll need a second live for grinding

---{Story}---
☑ Story?
☐ Text or Audio floating around
☐ Average
☐ Good
☐ Lovely
☐ It‘ll replace your life

---{Game Time}---
☐ Long enough for a cup of coffee
☐ Short
☑ Average
☐ Long
☐ To infinity and beyond

---{Price}---
☐ It’s free!
☑ Worth the price
☐ If u have some spare money left
☐ Not recommended
☐ You could also just burn your money

---{Bugs}---
☑ Never heard of
☐ Minor bugs
☐ Can get annoying
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☐ ARK: Survival Evolved
☐ The game itself is a big terrarium for bugs. play it at night... then it'll put you to sleep no problem :)
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Hello , Mad Unicorn Games!
this game has a lot of great moments as a nuclear blow on 100 enemies behind you is a cool experience. waiting for second
episode with more explosions, savory sounds of bursts and explosions . By the way, what engine are you using?. very bad game.
Very good. There are realistic conflicts that get talked about and actually wroked through in a more mature way. You get to
know what the characters are thinking about each othe rmore and get to understand their personalities. The characters are
likeable and the M18 scenes are described well. The MC is making an odd face in Damian's scene but overall very good art
especially for Monty. But seriously some of the best and clearest writing to follow that really feels like a story. This could be
longer just because the writer(s) would do a good job either way and I would always like to have more of a good thing :) As it is,
it's length is still good and doesn't feel too rushed :). Well this program is quite usefull and it can be quite addicting in persuit of
higher scores!. I just loved this game so very much... the characters were charming. Each storyline took such a unique turn. The
writing was excellent: romantic and engaging. Really, this is one of my favourite gay visual novels I've played in a long time. I
can't recommend it highly enough.. You can buy a lot better games for this price.
This is the type of game that should be free.
It's a joke that they want you to pay for this.
It's poorly made and it has too little content.
I would enjoy playing if it was more polished.
But it just looks like a memetastic cash grab.
Selling these games really should be banned.
Simple games can be fun, but this one isn't.
The quality is lower than actual free games.. Game is dead, don't bother.

https:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/app\/707590\/discussions\/5\/1836811737982183234\/. So just bought this game...

How do I start this, from the crew in the station (NPC's) saying hello 100000 times when you go near the station, then you think
you get away from that when you enter a unit to go out on a call and the NPC beside you keeps repeating and repeating what
they are saying the whole time.

Then I go and mistakenly pick up breathing apparatus in the station, went back and spammed E trying to get it out of my hands
again because I wasn't allow back into the unit to go out on a fire, so obviously I then failed my shift and had to restart it all over
again.

Next thing, at night time you would think the NPC cars on the road would turn on their lights.. yes? .. well no, because they are
all wearing night vision seemly.

I paid £14.99 today for this and I've made a ticket to Steam based on the fact that this Simulator/Game shouldn't even be
considered in BETA nevermind a proper game.. it's Alpha at its best and even at that it's a very very early version.

I could go on and on, the physics of the fire engines.. I mean doing 120 KMH around corners? one steady engine noise so no
sound of acceleration, the water looks like a white smoke.. my god I could keep listing, if you happen to read these forums
before buying.. save the money and spend it on a carton fire game, you will get better details and a less bugged game for the
money.

It's a disgrace that Steam have this for sale. I'm praying for a miracle and perhaps if it's granted I will get a refund, I mean this
really really is a huge disgrace.

Stay away from this game, don't make the same mistakes. 3/10 and that's being honest and very generous.. Unless you're
ridiculously new, the bundle isn't really "worth" it. All of the cards I got from it were pretty common and didn't help my deck in
any way, better to just save $ for holiday deals instead of this nonsense.
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